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By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter

School of Nursing
receives approval
at trustees meeting

Approval for the creation of a
School of Nursing in the College of
Health and Community Services
was granted by the Board of
Trustees last month.
The
nursing
department
previously
was
under
the
jurisdiction of the College of Arts
and Sciences. It was elevated to the
status of school and moved to the
College of Health and Community
Services on Aug. 27.
Dr. Joseph Balogh. dean of the
College of Health and Community
Services, said he believes the
benefits of the change "are intrinsic
things, things you don't see. It gives
the University tremendous prestige.
The nursing program itself is being
elevated."

"We also hope to be able to get
more funding for the school," he
continued. "In five years we have
grown from a small nursing
program to one that has the status
of a School of Nursing. We've given
the School of Nursing more
autonomy to make decisions
themselves. 1 honestly feel this may
give the people in nursing an
opportunity to innovate within
their program."

school. We in turn give them tuition
and some of our subsidies.
"But we fully recognize the
nursing faculty as our own. We
don't want them to feel like second
class citizens," emphasized Dr.
Balogh. Nursing staff members can
run for University faculty offices
and become members of University
committees.
More than 3S0 students are
enrolled in the school. They attend
classes both at the University and
MCOT. Freshmen are admitted to
the school as pre-professional
students. Sophomores gain lull
admittance
to
the
nursing
program.
Dr.
Balogh
said
nursing
education is a "very expensive
program. None of the institutions'
involved could ever make a profit.
You always operate at a deficit.

THE UNIVERSITY'S nursing
program is "the only one of its kind
in the nation," according to Dr.
Balogh. "It's a cooperative program
with three mstitutions-the Medical
College of Ohio at Toledo (MCOT),
the University of Toledo, and
Bowling Green University.
"What is unique is that the
nursing faculty is hired and their
salaries paid for by the medical
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Hospitals are phasing out their
nursing school programs because a
hospital can't afford what we can."
HE ESTIMATED the cost of i he
nursing program's instructional
staff alone to be nearly 5500,000
per year. The costs of supplies and
facilities also add to the program's
expense.
The nursing program was
established at the University five
years ago and offers a baccalaureate
degree. There are three types of
nurses' education-the baccalaureate
degree, an associate degree and a
diploma
awarded
by
a
hospital-related school.
Dr. Ruth Kelly, dean of the
School of Nursing in Toledo, is
director of the new School of
Nursing. "She was the one who
introduced this program here," said
Dr. Balogh.
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Ford's travel plans
made with caution

WASHINGTON (API-A White
House spokesman declared anew
yesterday that there will be no letup in
President Ford's travel plans despite
the chief executive's statement that
"I'm anxious to be as careful as I can."
Press
Secretary
Ron
Nessen
indicated, however, that the President

is otherwise taking greater safety
precautions. He cited as evidence the
fact that Ford had not plunged into
the sidewalk crowd from which a shot
was fired at him on Monday.
SCOTT, of Pennsylvania, another
GOP congressional leaders visited Ford
at the White House to discuss his

Chenault calls job
55
"trouble shooting
Myron Chenault not only serves
as the University's director of
human resources bul also performs
the dual role as the campus's
affirmative action officer in cases of
alleged discriminatory action by the
University against students, faculty
and staff.
The University has appointed
several affirmative action officers

Myron Chenault

since the program's inception in
1972. Chenault. who was assigned
the post in August, described his
job as that of trouble-shooter.
"MY JOB is to enforce state laws
that prohibit discrimination on the
basis of race, sex, age or national
origin," Chenault said.
Chenault added that his office
also must be notified by the
University of any faculty vacancies
to insure that applicants are not
selected on a discriminatory basis.
Much of the work his office
receives
comes
under
the
jurisdiction of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 and Executive Order
11246, both of which prohibit
federally funded institutions from
discrimination on the basis of race,
sex, age or national origin.
Another of Chenaulfs primary
concerns is getting the University to
conform with Title IX, the
amendment which concerns sex
discrimination. Forty-four of the
54 complaints filed against the
University since 1972 were based
on either race or sex discrimination,
Chenault said. Fourteen cases are
pending.

safely in the wake of the two recent
attempts on the President's life by two
women with guns.
Scott said he thought there would
be "some hiatus" in Ford's travels
"before too long." When pressed for
the source of that belief. Scott
referred vaguely to items he had read
in newspapers.
Questioned about Scott's remarks,
Nessen said "truly dierc's been no
change in the President's! travel plans
as the result of the two incidents" in
California. Ford now is scheduled to
go to Chicago Sept. 30 and to Detroit
Oct. 10. and several side trips
associated with those two journeys are
under consideration.
NESSEN NOTED, however, that
there will be a letup in any case in
November and December when the
President will be concentrating on the
budget and other reports to be
submitted to Congress in January.
Nessen hinted that Ford has begun
to bow more to the Secret Service's
advice in traveling situations. As an
example, he said. Ilie President
followed the recommendation of his
bodyguards that he avoid handshaking
in the crowd from which a shot was
fired at him in San Francisco Monday.

Cfose call

This was the confusing scene Monday outside the St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco
after Sarah Moore attempted to shoot President Gerald Ford. Tlie emergency of
the situation can be seen in the faces of the Secret Service agents crouched behind
the presidential limousine. The President has already been shoved into the car. (AP
Wirephoto)

CIA opened Nixon mail
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) regularly
opened and read the mail of
prominent Americans and once
intercepted a letter addressed to
Richard Nixon as part of its 20-year
mail
surveillance
program,
the
chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee said yesterday.
Chairman Frank Church, who said
at least one of his own letters was

opened by the CIA, said investigators
lor his committee found names of
individuals whose mail was intercepted
while examining CIA files on its mail
opening program. "It's a big file,"
Church said.
In addition to Nixon, Church said
the mail of Sens. Edward Kennedy
(DMass.) and Hubert Humphrey
(D-Minn.), Rep. Bella Abzug (D-N.Y.).
the late civil rights leader Martin
Luther King and his wife, former West
Virginia Secretary of State John
Rockefeller IV, Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Arthur Burns, the Ford
Foundation, Harvard University and
the Rockefeller Foundation also was
opened.
CHURCH READ a statement to the
committee which said the mail of

prominenl Americans was "regularly
opened and scrutinized by the CIA."
Pressed by newsmen on the matter
of Nixon's mail. Church said he knew
of only one intercepted letter. It was
sent in June 1968 by Raymond Price
from the Soviet Union. It was
addressed to Nixon's New York law
firm and commented on Nixon's
election prospects at the time when
Nixon was a candidate for the
Republican presidential nomination.
Price later became a White House
spcechwriter.
Asked whether the other Americans
he cited were subjected to one mail
intercept, Church replied, " In some
cases they appear to be single letters
and in some cases they appear to be a
series of letters."
Earlier, in elaborating to newsmen
on Church's statement, a committee

spokesman said Nixon's mail had been
opened both before and while he was
president.
Later, however, the
spokesman said he was in error and
that he knew of only one letter to
Nixon which had been intercepted, the
June 1968 letter. The spokesman also
retracted his statement that mail of
other presidents had been opened as
well.
Church's statement that the mail of
prominent Americans was opened
regularly was contained in a statement
he read before the committee.
IN
RESPONSE
to
Church's
statement, CIA spokesman Dennis
Berend said, "The agency does not
comment on things that are before the
committee."
The White House also had no
immediate comment.

First-class stamps
insure fast delivery
By Patricia Sinn
Staff Reporter

Crowd

(Jpperdassmen and new students gathered on the grounds of old fraternity row last
evening to drink some beer, listen to a short rock session and make new friends.
(Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

Airmail stamps used to be the only
guarantee for fast mail delivery, but a
first-class stamp will do the job just as
well and at a lower price between Oct.
11 and the date proposed rate increses
take effect.
According to Kenneth Kidd of the
VS. Postal Service's Bowling Green
branch, 111 W. Washington St..
13-cent stamps will be unnecessary
within the United States because a
10-cent stamp will give equal service.
The Postal Service should be able to
deliver 90 per cent of the first-class

mail no more than two days after mail
is postmarked.
CHARLES BENNETT, director of
postal operations here, said the
reduction in rates occurred because
there has been enough space available
on airmail flights in the past few years
to accommodate material formerly
transported by trucks and trains.
Bennett said an increase in first-class
rates from 10 to 13 cents has been
recommended
by
the
Postal
Commission.
Higher
prices are
expected to go into effect after
Christmas,
although
rates
for
international mail will not change.
Beginning next week the Post Office
will exchange 13-cent stamps and

postcards for 10-cent stamps of
equivalent value, Kidd said. There will
be no monetary refunds, so that the
balance due customers after exchanges
will be credited toward future stamp
purchases.

Weather
Occasional rain likely. Highs
today in the mid and upper 50*.
Rain likely tonight. Lows in the
40*. Variable cloudiness with t
chance of showers tomorrow. Highs
near 60.

•■.
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european conflicts
university police
need support
University Police have taken the first step toward furthering good
relations between the police department and the campus. Now it is
time for the entire University to meet them halfway and make a
concerted effort to cooperate with them.
In changing the name and the uniforms, and in continuing the
overall positive attitude of the University Police force, a genuine
effort has been made to upgrade its status on campus, become more
visibly appealing and make themselves constantly receptive to
campus needs and problems. University Police also have been freed
from previous fire prevention duties so that they can devote more
time to the immediate crime prevention needs of the University.
Insuring better police and campus relations does not mean
acquiring a blind faith in the law enforcement officials. Although
comments and criticism as well as input and feedback will be needed,
students, faculty, administrators and staff should get behind the new
image with some positive support.
Campus law enforcement is not an easy job, but the University
Police force with its new name, new uniforms and new
University-oriented attitude now deserves the college community's
attention, participation and cooperation.

BRUSSELS -Dunking and driving
ordinarily shouldn't be mixed, but the
wine "war" between France and Italy,
and Europe's share of the American
auto market, happen to be related
issues of Common Market concern
over trade with the U.S.
Both wine and autos involve the
possibility of U.S. retaliation against
imports in order to protect American
industries from unfair competition.
Probably because il is smaller and
therefore
more manageable, the
French-Italian
wine confrontation
apparently is to be settled in a way
(lui will not threaten U.S. wineries,
mainly in California, New York and
Michigan. But the auto picture,
involving billions of dollars, seems
likely to remain clouded for a long
lime.
The wine war erupted when French
wine growers reacted violently to
heavy imporlations of cheaper Italian
wine on the French market.
IRATE
FRENCH
glowers
overlumcd
Italian
wine
trucks,
blockaded roads across the border,and
complained loudly to French President
Giscard d'Estaing lhal they were being
driven out of business by Italian
competition.

J.F. terHorft

Last month alone more than
15,000,000 gallons of low-priced
Italian red wine--"Vin Ordinaire," a
table wine-entered France.
The French cabinet met secretly last
week and then announced a 12 per
cent border tax on Italian wine. The
Italian
government
immediately
charged that the move was illegal and a
blatant violation of the rules of the
European
Economic
Community
(EEC).
The EEC's commission held an
urgent session here two days later and
decided with the Italians against the
French.
The French government, at this
writing,
is
retaining
the
tax
nonetheless, largely because of the
political clout of French wine growers.
That may prompt Italy or the EEC-or
both-to take the case to the European
Court of Justice at Luxembourg.
BUT THE PROBLEM is largely the
Franco-Italian wine rivalry, and that's
where U.S. inteiests come in.
For the second year in a row, a
bumper grape crop is a prospect this
autumn in France and Italy, the

world's biggest wine producers. This
will increase wine stocks at a time of
existing surpluses and when wine sales
are falling, thus further reducing prices
and wine producers' incomes.
To develop a greater world market
for
European
wines, the
EEC
commission recommended that its
Wine
Management
Committee
undertake a number of steps, a key
one being to increase subsidies so wine
can be sold even more cheaply abroad.
While the Soviet Union and
Scandinavia are the top prospects for
increased new sales, the U.S. remains
the biggest buyer of Italian. French
and German wines.
That brought John Montel, the U.S.
Agriculture Department's economist
here, into the picture. Through his
contacts within the EEC, Montel
conveyed the blunt message that any
incentive to flood America with
cut-rate European wines undoubtedly
would result in a demand for
countermeasures by Congress from the
.politically-powerful California Wine
Institute and related groups.
THE AMERICAN WINE industry
commands great respect in Europe,
not only because of its wine-making
and marketing prowess, but also
because European wine producers do
not want to lose their best foreign
customer. Montel was assured that
whatever export subsidies are voted,
they wUI not apply to European wine
sales within the Western hemisphere.
If that decision holds, there will beno "dumping" of European wine on
American markets and there will be no

wine war between the US and the
Common Market.
The auto situation is much more
threatening for European car makers,
whose sales in the U.S. amount to
approximately $2.5 billion annually
and are increasingly taking a bigger
slice of the VS. auto market-along
with the Japanese.
What worries the EEC is the
decision by the U.S. International
Trade Commision that Treasury
Secretary William Simon may proceed
with an investigation of charges by the
United Auto Workers Union and the
AFL-CIO that foreign autos are being
dumped in the U.S.-or sold below
regular prices in the country of origin.
A Treasury decision isn't due until
February at the earliest. If extensions
are granted, the outcome may not be
known until next August or even later.
Between now and then, Common
Market auto producers will have to
worry that the administration just
might impose heavy anti-dumping
duties on imported cars.
In practice, that means foreign car
makers must be prepared to absorb the
dumping "fines" themselves, or pass
them on-retroactively-lo American
buyers. The alternative is to raise their
auto prices as a cushion against an
adverse Treasury ruling-and risk losing
American sales.
None of these alternatives is
appealing
(o
European
auto
representatives here at Common
Market headquarters. To sum up.
foreign car iinpoits face a long period
of uncertainty as to prices in America.

new york blues

big apple coup d'etat
; A, NICE

TM GWDI UVE IN THE SUBURBS—I YYDWHfT WANT V GET INKHVED/'

improve presidential precautions
The Presidcni of the United StaMs,
the most important man in the
country, also has the distinction ol
being the easiest assassin's target in the
nation. The logical question-why?
There appear to be two obvious
reasons for this dilemma: (I) the
President himself and (-) the Informal
security measures taken by the
nation's law enforcement agencies.
Looking at the first problem, Gerald
Ford's determination to meet the
public can be taken to a dangerous
extreme. There is a line line then
between
bravery
and
ordinary
foolhardiness.
By diving into huge crowds and
pumping every hand within reach, the
President is putting an uuneccssaiy
strain on his Secret Service protectors.
not to mention the local policemen in
the town he is visiting at the nine.
NO MATTER how many body
guards Ford has around him, these

handshaking missions turn out to be
nothing more than a game of
presidential chicken. Anyone, myself
included, could murder the President
in a crowd. It probably is the easiest
thing in the world to do.
Standing in a crowd with one hand
outstretched for a handshake and the
other holding a gun in a bulky jacket
pocket, I would look perfectly normal
to a scrutinizing Secret Seivice agent
When the President came by to grab
my hand, I would have no trouble
getting off a shot.
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This
is
genuinely
frightening
considering the potential tragedy
involved and the national turmoil
caused by a presidential assasmation.
And the President should be wise
enough to realize this disastrous
potential.
Ford's bravery is no) al stake in this
issue. If he is trying to prove that he
can take it by insisting on roving
lluough crowds, that is foolish.
Anyone who has survived two attacks
within 17 days is brave enough.
Speaking from a platform and
skipping the usual handshaking will
give Ford more than enough national
exposure and maybe even save his life
in the end.
Turning to the second problem, il
appears that a potential assassin must
put the gun to the President's head
and pull the trigger before any law
enforcement action can be taken. This
is the more serious of the two
problems, and it has a long, deadly
history.
The Fedeial Buicau of Investigation
(FBI) knew of Lee Harvey Oswald and
also knew that he was in the Dallas,
Tex. area on Nov. J2. 1%.'. As the
overwhelming
evidence
indicates,
Oswald was John Kennedy's assassin.
THE FBI has been in the news again
recently concerning accusations that
Oswald delivered a note to the police
hours before he alledgedly shot
Kennedy, and some have claimed that
the note was burned by government
agents
Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme was
known to be a dangerous political
threat, yet she was able to point a gun
at the President from point-blank
range.
And
finally,
Monday
afternoon's attempted assassination by
Sara Jane Moore in San Francisco was
another case of government Secret
Service agents not keeping track of a
potential murderer.
All of this has led to an upcoming
investigation initiated by Treasury
Secretary William Simon regarding the
adequacy of presidential protection.
Hopefully, the investigation will make
it possible for the Secret Service to
keep a close watch on those who
threaten the life of the President.
Keeping track ol" potential assassins
just might keep them from getting a
gun in the first place, let alone fire it.
This, combined with some logical
campaigning by Ford, would make the
office of the President much safer.

The
dollar-a-year-man
has
reappeared in New York City. A
dollar-a-ycar- man is a selfless business
executive who accepts temporary
government appointment at symbolic
compensation for the duration of an
emergency.
Such a person is Kenneth Axelson. a
senior vice-president of the J.C.
Penney department store chain, who
was appointed Deputy Mayor for
Finance the other day. Axelson will
continue to receive his $143,000
salary from Penney during the year he
will devote to straightening out the
City's financial tangle.
The
dollar a-yeai
man
first
manifested himself in Washington
during World War I. He was back again
after Pearl Harbor even though many
people felt he had a decided tendency
to use his governmental power to help
his industry more than his country.
The same kind of questions can be
askeu about Axelson's appointment.
Over the past few months the State
of New York has, by progressive steps,
taken the fiscal decision to move
power away from the City's elected
officials and turn it
over to
non-elected businessmen.
FIRST THE Municipal Assistance
Corporation, or Big Mac. was created
to market the City's bond issues and
tell the City what it has to do to make
its bonds saleable. William Ellinghaus.
the president of the New York
Telephone Company, was made Big
Mac's boss.
When that arrangement failed to
pull New York back from the edge of
bankruptcy, the State Legislature
created an entity called the Emergency
Financial Control Board to take over
and run the City's fiscal affairs. Only
two of its members are city officials,
the others being the State Controller,
the Governor and his three appointees,
who are Mr. Ellinghaus again, plus the
president of American Airlines and the
president of Colt Industries. Inc.
In addition Mayor Beame has
created a Management
Advisory,
headed by Richard Shinn, the chief
executive officer of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, to tell the
city how to administer and run itself.
Put all these measures together and it
looks like New York City is a victim of
a big business coup d'etat.
Another way of looking at what has
been done is that New York has been
put into a strange and selectively
biased form of bankruptcy.
In
an
ordinary
bankruptcy
proceeding, the payment of all bills
and debt is suspended so that an
impartial court referee can work out a
financial plan that is fair to all the
creditors having a valid claim on the
remains of the bankrupt shell's assets.
By avoiding formal bankruptcy and
turning over control of the city to big
business men, the banks holding the

city's bonds will be paid 100 cents on
the dollar while the people on welfare,
the city employees and the taxpaying
.Citizens who expect such trifles as
garbage collection in return lor their
money are going to get hurt.
THE POLITICAL foundation that
has made this takeover possible comes
from years of publicly describing the
city as what happens when you let the
liberals run amuck. . fabulously high
welfare benefits, capitulation to
indefensible union demands, low
productivity in government and an
expensive make-work bureaucracy run
for the benefit of armies of people
with degrees in such suspicious
subjects as social work, psychology,
public administration and penology.
There is a lot more than a grain of
truth in these accusations, but the
omission of the part played by the
hanks and other big interests which
profited from this profligacy is
dishonest.
The builders and material suppliers
were just as active as the building trade
unions in lobbying through the costly
and unnecessary public construction:
years after everybody else knew that
New York's expensive nonsense could
not go on forever, the banks continued
to buy the City's bonds. They have
access to bond analysts who make a
specialty of assessing the chance that
principal and interest will be repaid as
promised.
There was no fraud involved in their
buying the securities which enabled
the City to go on playing its costly
games. Hie banks and the insurance
companies and the other large
investors were good money after big
money.
When you do what the rules say you
should take the nsks that go with high
profits.
Why
should
interests
who cashed in just as much as any
featherbedding municipal employee or
welfare loafer escape the consequence
of their acts?
IF THE BOND market people had
treated New York City issues as any

other low-grade, risky issue, the abuses
that
businessmen
are
rightly
complaining about would have had to
be mitigated years ago. Imprudent and
greedy lenders, they were in cahoots
with the liberals and the unions; but
now that the bills have to be paid,
they're being allowed to dump their
junior partners and hog what money
there is for themselves.
Under such circumstances, you
can't expect that the reforms and
changes in operation that the City will
be forced to make will either be fair or
particularly rational. Just the other
day the Mayoi announced firemen will
no longer be allowed to ride the Staten
Island ferry free of charge.
That, of course, is harmless
grandstanding. The other kinds of cuts
may not be.
The heedless and hysterical laying
off of people in a city that has been
losing its job and economic base even
during past prosperity may take care
of the banks but will il take care of
the problems? Some of those problems
relate to the high cost of the City's
catering (o the demands of big
business itself.
If the City's elected officials had
been wiser they would have defaulted
on the bonds months ago and gone
into bankruptcy. To avoid that they've
surrendered so much power they may
not be able to do that now, although
under the new arrangements there is
still some hope of default in
December.
BANKRUPTCY would force the
banks to take their turn with the other
creditors at the same time that it
would permit the City to reorganize
itself more wisely because it would be
under less pressure. If the banks don't
want to take their lumps, let the
Federal Reserve Board make the
mistake of saving them from their
righteously earned losses.
New York is frequently a model for
other places. In this instance, it may
be showing other municipalities how
they can break their public-employees
unions and reduce welfare allotments.
Union power has been excessive welfare a different topic - but so has
big business power in many cities.
Cracking one but not the other is
about as sensible as saying that when
you've saved the banks, you've saved
the city.
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La Raza assists migrants
By Renee Muriwski
Suff Reporter

Cease-fire
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Premier Rashid Karami
announced a third cease-fire in Lebanon's sectarian
Hghting yesterday and formed a "national reconciliation
committee" to end bloody street battles pushing the
country toward civil war.
"All acts of violence are to cease at once in all areas."
Karami said in a special broadcast to the nation.
"All armed elements are to be withdrawn in Beirut
and its suburbs and all military structures, roadblocks,
observation points and gun positions are to be
removed."
Scattered shooting persisted after the deadline in
several areas of the city, including a heavy exchange of
fire in the Christian neighborhood of Ashrafiya.
In other areas roadblocks were being dismantled and
the cease-fire call appeared to be drawing some response
as night fell.
Two previous cease-fire announcements failed to end
the fighting between left-wing Moslems and right-wing
Christians that has engulfed this capital for the last 71
days.

Migrant workers and their
families trying to adjust to
the Anglo community may
find the assistance they
need at La Raza Unida.
l6l6E.WoosterSt.
The agency, which has
offices
throughout
northwestern Ohio, provides
aid
in
employment,
education and supportive
services to Hispanic farm
workers.
according
to
Ramior Estrada, the center's
evaluating and ttaining
officer.
Estrada said that each of
the center's six staff
members is a jack of all
trades. They deal with
problems ranging from

helping migrants obtain
food stamps to looking
down
prospective
employers' biases.
"FINDING JOBS for
migrants who want to settle
down is our major problem
at La Raza." Estrada said.
He
explained
that
prejudices
must
be
overcome in obtaining jobs
for migrant workers. "We
have to try to convince
employers that migrants arc
good workers and will get
the job done," Esttada siad.
David DeLaFuente, La
Raza's office supervisor in
the Bowling Green area,
pointed out that this is not
an easy task.
"We know unemployment lines are long. Because
of the state of the economy,

Firelands program

Desegregation
CINCINNATI (API - A federal appeals court affirmed
a landmark desegiation case yesterday that found there
was no violation of constitutional rights in schools as
long as racial imbalance was not designed.
The U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the
principles of the l"6ti case involving Tina Deal.
The Deal decision held that school boards were not
responsible foi racial imbalances in schools because of
changing housing patterns if the school districts were
never racially segregated by law. In l%2. lepiesentatives
of Tina Deal, a black first grader and daughter ol a
minister, filed the initial court suit.
"Evidence cannot be considered m a vacuum any
more than the actions and decisions of the defendents
have taken place in a vacuum," said Judge Pierce Lively,
in his majority opinion. Three justices wrote opinions.
Leonard Slut/, a lawyei for the National Association
for the" Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
involved in the current case, said the decision "gives us
most of wliat we wanted.*"
The NAACP brought suit on behalf of several black
families and a student. Mona Btonson. who claimed that
the schools ate unlawfully segregated and a
desegregation plan should be implemented.

The
University's
Firelands campus in Huron
is offering a two-year
associate degree program in
business
management
technology this fall.
The program is designed
to prepare students for
management
trainee
positions
and
assistant
positions in such areas as

rmvmttm 1111111

traffic
and
shipping,
personnel.
production
control, office services and
inventory.
Foi further Information,
contact the Office of
Admissions.
Firelands
Campus. Bowling Green
Stale University. '>0I Rye
Beach Rd„ Huron, 44839 or
call (419) 433-5560.
•TfYVYVit ITDHIOIIIU

Freddie's Flock

nothing. This is at least a
step in the right direction,"
DeLaFuente said.
The
Bowling
Green
branch of La Raza operates
a day care center in the
First Presbyterian Church,
126 S. Church St., but.
accoiding to DeLaFuente.
"We need more.
"We've done quite a bit
in the five yeais thai La
Ran has been in Bowling
Green, hut we have a long
mad to go."

ORGANIZA TIONAL
MEETING
Tuesday Sept. 30
7:30 D.m.
257 MEMORIAL HALL

KAPPA SIGMA

COME MEET BROTHERS

Open Rush Party

Sigma Phi Epsilon
RUSH PARTY

. tM,.t., .

NOW PLAYING
'DINOSAURS'
At 7:15 •■ 10:15
CINOIRELLA'

At a 50
r.

• SUN

Scotland Yard Opens
Its Biggest Case!

Sack in town by popular demand
•

East River Drive
featuring
Reed Madison

direct from Las Vegas
formerly with the Del Rey Trio

RESEARCH

Starting Sept. 17

Thousands ol Topics
Send 'Of VOUf ui>t.xtetf 160
page. mm\ ofd»< catetoa fnctoai
it 00 IO rot* ooitee* and

Wednesdays thru Saturdays
9:00-2:00

hm(|in|

"IUAHCH ASSISTANCE. INC
M !/? IllAMO AVI ,$ JOS

LADIES NITE

LOS ANGELES. CAUF 90075
(2131 417*4 74
0m nimdi paper* a** tokt »o*
maex* pvpDM only

THURS. NITE LITTLE KINGS
|>1WHWHWWWWH>^*<r<ra*tHM

AT DISCOUNT PRICES

[ GET DOWN WITH THE ANDERSONS
MR. BOJANGLES

893 S. MAIN ST.

First
All Campus

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

BEER BLAST

FOR FALL

SAT. .SEPT. 27

FOR FULLY FURNISHED APTS
Hampton HOUM 70S Tih Si
Buckaya HOUM 649 6th Si
Birchwood Place 6S0 6th St
Mt Vatnon 90? 6th St
H»v«n Hi>.u Mllrw ISIS F WtmMf

8:30 - ?
« <*

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Otlioa Hra 9-12 and IS

ov

$1.50 ALL YOU CAN DRINK °9
In Hanhman Cafeteria

352 9378

«>i«aii>.>iti>i»l>i>aii><>i»ilaiaii><»i>i>i>iriTi>a)<>aiira>-

i

Thurs.7:30 - 9:30

FREE
BEER

NEW FRATERNITY ROW

MAt. 2 P.M

MR. BOJANGLES

MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING

Get Involved!

ClA-ZCl-

Start the school year off right
at

WED.-NO COVER

Hitiiiminiiiiniinitu aaa MJUJUUUutf

All interested
men welcome

DELAFUENTE
agreed
that education is vital
because, he said. "In five
years, automation of the
farming
industry
will
eventually deal migrants out
of the fields.
After that, we'll have to
deal with people who have
no education and no means
left to support themselves."
DeLaFuente said that day
care centers ate a positive
step towards the education
,
of migiant children.
"It's useless to have kids
out there in the fields doing

employers can be chosey.
It's making our jobs here at
l he
agency
tougher."
DeLaFuente said.
Estrada
said
that
education is the key to
remedy
the
migrants'
situation.
"These people ate not in
the fields because they want
to be. but because they lack
the . education
to do
anything else. The lifestyle
goes on because the children
can't get a decent education
If they're constantly on the
move." Estrada said.

AIL SHOWINGS!
ALL SEATS * .

j,

105 S. Main St.
DOWNTOWN
Next to Uhlmans

Welcome Back ....
Come ... get to know us and shop our

COLDEST BEER IN TOWN

Big September Sale now in progress!

HOWARD'S
CLUBH

LONG SLEEVE CREW NECK

HURRY ON THESE FAMOUS

JUNIOR SWEATERS H.I.S. WOOL PANTS
Assorted solids and stripes

$9"
ONLY

EACH

Choose brown, green, gray,
burgundy, camel, and navy.
JUNIOR SIZES 3-15
REG.

$17

ONLY*

FAMOUS MAKER

JUNIOR COORDINATES
Early fall group - sizes 5 to 13
Includes tops, sweaters, blouses, skirts,
slacks, and jackets

^ DRAFT BEER**,

ALL 1/3

OFF

special limited offer....
**

\

with every $20 purchase

WINES - LIQUORS
POOL TABLES

FOOSBALL

PIN BALLS

NO COVER
OPEN SEVEN NITES A WEEK
2 PM-2.30 A.M.
352-9951

FREE T-SHIRT

210 N. Main

This great looking $5 value T-shirt in
goldenrod with heat transfer print of
the Lobby signature. Sizes S,M,L.
Get your FREE T-shirt by purchasing
$20 or more of regular price merchandise.
Sale items will not be included in the
purchase.
CHOOSE FROM JUNIOR:
SPORTSWEAR
HAND BAGS
DRESSES
ACCESSORIES
COATS
AND MORE
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College of Education
opens new library
Serving
studenti
and
faculty of the College of
Education is the purpose of
the
curriculum library,
according to Frances Povsic.
head
of
the
special
collection which is located
in and about 141 University
Library.
Aside from a collection

of
more
than
11.000
elementary and secondary
textbooks, the curriculum
library contains teaching
aids,
a
picture
file,
children's reference books,
curriculum guides for area
schools, a pumphlcl tile and
publishers' catalogs.
The

special

education

library was added to the
curriculum library this year.
"One of our goals is to
consolidate all curricular
material from the various
departments," Povsic said.
"Special education is the
first step."
As a service to area
teachers and librarians, the
curriculum library during
the summer offers a book
ejhibit of more than 1.000
current
children's
and
ypung
adult
books.

Awards honor achievers
By Jan Cordaro
Editorial Editor
Achievements
by
full-time faculty and staff
members
during
the
1974-75 academic year will
be recognized by the 1975
Special
Achievement
Awards Program, according
to Dr. Michael Ferrari, vice
president
for
resource
planning.
The program, begun last
year and the only one of it's
kind in the country, seeks
to
recognize
significant
teaching, research, program
development
and service
achievements
with
cash
awards totalling 550,000.
These awards, Dr. Ferrari
explained, are in addition to
the regular salary increase

system. Funding for the
awards comes from the
University
Educational
Budget
for
the Special
Achievement
Awards
Program and is approved by
the Board of Trustees.

THIS YEAR, the awards
have been divided into two
categories, one being for
special
achievement
in
academic excellence and the
other
for
special
achievement in University
service.
Dr.
Ferrari
explained.
Academic
Excellence
Awards will recognize those
individuals
who
have
excelled during the year in
leaching, research, creative
efforts
and/or
program

development. The intent of
the
awards
is
to
acknowledge achievements
that markedly strengthen
the
academic
quality,
vitality and reputation of
the University.
University
Service
Awards
will
distinguish
individuals who have made
significant contributions <to
the
University
local
community
and
general
public
by
noteworthy
service in their work and
special
assignments
on
committees, projects and
programs, according to Dr.
Ferrari.
All
current
full-time
faculty and staff members
(contract and classified), at
both the Main and Firelands
Campuses
who
were

r***»

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
now leasing

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ffil l»7J IOS ANOIKS IIM1S

Outstanding features such as:
• Fully lurtiisheO apt* with (now tola A chain)
• Central QM an conditioning tt heating with individual api
controls
• Sliding glass door to balcony b patio
o Gas equipped laundry area available in each apt bldq
• Patio .M.MS with grills available tor each blckj

The Program of
the Year isn't on
It's in the Air Force
ROTC.
Look into the Air Force ROTC And there are
4 year, 3 year, or 2 year programs to choose from
Whichever you select, you'll leave college with a com
mission as an Air Force officer With opportunities for a
position with responsibility, .challenge and, of course,
financial rewards and security.
The courses themselves prepare you for leadership
positions ahead. Positions as a member of an aircrew...
or as a missile launch officer positions using mat he
matics... sciences. ..engineering
Look out for* yourself. Look into the Air Force ROTC
programs on campus.

Clubhouse facility with indoor heated pool,
color TV lounge, billiards & ping pong

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
• SI Napoleon Id Sulla S
r>h 1S2Hit or !1H!;|
OHIe. M.i Doll, till II
|WnWt^>THWWWHHrptW1HHHr***tWWWn>

ACROSS
1 Colorless
5 Bit* with fore*
and noise

10 Bobwhite
11 Toiled
14 Relative
16 Chemiat's
concern
17 Writer of
potboilers

18 Greatest
20 Playground
user
21 Stout's relative
22 United to form
a texture
23 Musical ending
24 Paddy product

26 Cable

Pisanello's Loft
Now open and ready
to aceomodate you!
Dining area lor 20
Non-smoking area

Waitress to serve you
Couples only

Available for parlies & groupt
of 10-20 by rcservalion only

(when necessary )

27 Musician

28 Actress
30 Shower down
32 Punctuation
mark
33 Olympic awards
37 Insects
39 I.ifesaving
device
40 Navigation aid
43 Supported
46 Craze
46 Laurence
Olivier's title
47 Six: Prefix
48 Unit*

49 Word with
down or up
60 Bookkeeper's
entries

full-time

THE

■

1

PANELS

.'

'

„
H

32

to

I

■
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|38
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1 Old school
headgear
I Display device

13

63

4 French color
5 Din
6 F.nglish royal
house
7 Bring low
8 Shed feathers
9 Snoop

k
r

■

12 iTsn

■

15

I
F

pb|
20

31

35

It

36

"

1

it

18
SI I

1
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36 Sloping
38 The whole

62

H
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■
J

58
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A
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39
40
41
42
44
47

Insipid
Kind of dance
Venerate
Game site
Is
Famous name
in legend
50 Major

:ii
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M
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1
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51 Boodle
52 Complacent
54 Sufficed
56 Pray: Lit

■
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intense dislike
35 Armies

23 Fireplace item
26 German
n talesman
26 Took one'a leave
27 Landing place
29 Imparted
31 Among
34 Any object of

r F~

/

6

5/

10 Superiority
in kind
12 Prevent, legally
13 Vacuum tube
16 Play the lead
17 Severe
19 Tease

Special
Awards

Program
should
contact
Roxanna
Fitt,
231
Administration Bldg.

b0

CI

3 Feel ill

Nominations are available
from the Office of Resource
Planning
and
must
be
returned to that office by
October 27. Students who
need
more
informatidn

17

16

in

had great impact."

"

26

29

28

DOWN

1
1.

involved

regarding
the
Achievement

1

3

become

nominating faculty and staff
members for these awards,
according to Dr. Ferrari,
because
'"those
students
who did nominate last year

will

„

21

68 Jack-in-thepulpita
69 Ringing sounds
60 Foolishly enthusiastic:
Slang

to

recommend to University
President Dr. Hollis Moore,

21

57 Clothing

Jr. a list of recipients. Dr.
Moore will announce award
winners during the first
week of December.
Students are encouraged

during

undergraduate and graduate
students.

17

62 Look with buying in mind
63 Canalboats
66 Libbers

employes

the last school year are
eligible for nomination.
Winners of the special
achievement awards will be
selected by two separate
panels for the two award
categories. The panels will
be comprised of Bowling
Green
faculty
members,
academicians from outside
the University, a member of
the Board of Trustees, an
individual of national or
regional reputation in the
public
service
area,
a
contract staff member, a
classified staff member,

£
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Put It all together in Air Force ROTC.
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
r Wfta SUCH A.
u-*\
1

HKjHUINDBUMlN'.
IKULIKl..
you've CHANtxv

ABOUT LIVIN:

The

myTHATIDO
•fnl BABY, I PIPNT
KNOW.. ICOULP

-s.
\

peptwoN you

AT

r

UM. HOU'PYOULIKE

\\ me LAST rEese, sm/e ?
?)) lALVePTHAT. WROTE
'J IT LASTNI6HT. ITS
FAIRLY MtUOU, PONT
YOU THINK*.

GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER!
'i i * >'in

BEER & POP
TO GO
Pncat good thiu Sun , Sept 28

TOTE
BAGS

$3.98

NOW 0NIV

;W0fi>i»"

QUAKER
4 shelf
bookcase

GYM
BAGS
NAP
SACKS

GET$22 TRADE UP
for your ArtCarved
College Ring!

WsluvtX' v lliud

NOW ONLY

7.99
NOW ONLY

SPECIAL
RING DAY
P.iMix'tit in full

WIK'TI

2.69
NOW ONLY

Trade up your gold high school ring and get credi
toward the purchase ot your permanent college ring

5.98

See the ArtCarved College Ring Specialist lor Detail!
during these special ring ordering days.
•trade in varies with ring's gold content and current gold price

DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES]
Compifif Prescription Service
lei Gray S 'ill vour Prescription

•>y±3il£

—a®*— CL3SSIFIED -<m^
CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, September 25. 1975
Tryouts tor those men interested in
intercollegiate team Men's gym 4 today.

BG volleyball

Required meeting of all recreation majors to be held
Monday, Sept. 29, 7-8 p.m. Women's Gym.
Attention all ligure skaters! Tryouts tor Falconettes.
precision skating team: Thurs. 9/25 & Tues. 9/30 at
10:15 p.m.. Ice Arena.
Meeting tor those interested in Varsity Hockey Monday
Sept 29. 4 p.m. Ice Arena.
Bridge Class Registration lor the Monday night lesson
series is now open in the Union Activities Office
372-2343.

ArtCarved College Rings by John Roberts

RING DAY
ninety, Sept -5

New Section beginning YOGA open. PER 100/200, T &
R, 10 a.m. WB 212. Instructor Mrs. Rothe.
RIDES
I need a ride to OU all year.
Terry, 2-5474.
HELP WANTED
Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
See
ad
under
Business
Opportunities. Triple "S".
RN & LPN 3-11 and 11-7
full or part time 353-8411
between 9 and 5.
SERVICES OFFERED
Beginners guitar lessons. to
price $2, call 352-1050.

10 a.m. -.' p.m.

UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE

LOCAL AMWAY DIST. is
helping many persons earn
money working 4 hours a
day. We can help you.
352-5689 for interview.

Student Services Building
Will babysit in my home for

custom macrame.

WANTED

you place yixir OrdM

ami em a S5XX) cash discount.

GR#

kwm<t±\

203 N. Main
352-5166

NOW ONLY

TYPING
PAPER
NOTE
BOOK
PAPER

PISANELLO'S PIZZA

F. grad wanted to sublet
apt. Campus Manor. Judi
3521719.
Wanted girls 26" 5-speed
bike Schwinn preferred. Ph.
352-5731.
Needed
one
roommate. Haven
Call 352-1613.

female
House.

Wanted used but
bike. 352-4155.

rideable

Female to live-In room &
board
for
lighthouse
keeping
and
babysitting.
352-0855.
Need
1
f.
352-6061. (4-6).

roommate

children 2 yrs. and up 9 yrs.
Exper.
For
info
call
352-0560.

PERSONALS

Voice and piano lessons.
Jackie Staib call 352-0159.

THE WHEEL in the alley
behind Skoolkids Records.
Look for us!

Mother
experienced
in
childcare will babysit in her
home (Stadium View Apts.)
Full or parltime regular
basis. 352-5492.

ROD STEWART and the
FACES
at
the
Toledo
Sports Arena Sept.
28.
Tickets
available
at
FINDERS.

Like voice lessons? Call
Charlene Harris 2-2181 or
2182.
Leave name and
phone number also time
when you're available.

THE WHEEL we buy. sell
and special order plants for
you.

Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
Offer-details. Send 50 cents
(refundable) to: Triple "S".
699X32
Highway
138,
Pinion Hills. CA 92372.
Expert typing
rates. 352-7305.

reasonable

Phi Mu's: Get psyched! The
Sigs are ready to start the
year ott Friday at the Shady
Lady!
FOR SALE
Large
Couch
352-3916.

$90.

Garage Sale-sofa bed, TV.
dishes, curtains, clothing,
typewriter, misc. 350 South
Grove. Fri.-Sat. 10-7.
72 Kawaski 350 3 cyclmder.
3525343.
1 bdrm. trailer. $65/mo.
pay
your
own utilities.
Grand
Rapids. In town.
832-7975 after 3:30.
Bedrm. set, kitchen appl.
and dishes, clothes. TV.
table, winter coats, and
much more. 352-5798, 302
S. Summit.
70 Shult in country 12 x 65
2BR skirted, many extras.
686-2543.
1963 Chevy $150. 1972
Yamaha
lOOcc
$325.
352-7880 after 9:30.
Fro sounds. 352-1362.

JUST
ARRIVED
AT
FINDERS:
NEW
JOHN
DENVER-NEW
LINDA
RONSTADT-NEW HARRY
CHAPIN...all
available at
$3.99, plus HUNDREDS
more.

Book cases, chairs. Schwinn
girls 10-speed. misc. items.
432 S. Mam. 11-5 Fri. thru
Sun.

THE
WHEEL
offers
macrame,
jewelry,
pot
hangers, along with beads &

'74 GT 380 Suzuki. Good
condition: must sell. Ph,
352-7864.

Yellow 5 speed girls bike, v.
good condition. $50.
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Fact center created

lpcal briefs
New conductor
Michael Miller, a cum laude graduate of Ihe
University's School of Music, has been chosen to succeed
Kenneth Holland as conductor of the Toledo Youth
Orchestra. Miller was assistant conductor for the past
three years.

Draperies stolen
Four draperies were stolen on Sept. 19 from the main
lounge of Offenhauer Towers. The draperies, which were
red. orange and gold plaid, were valued at S140.
Four orange chairs, valued at S40 each, were taken
Tuesday from a storeroom in Offenhauer West. Two of
the chairs were later recovered in the second floor
lounge.

Violin concert
Violinist Paul Makara will present a free public
concert at 8 p.m. Sunday in (he Recital Hall, Music Bldg.
Dr. Makara's program will include works by Mozart,
Bach, Copland and Fritz Kreisler. Accompanying him
will be pianist Dr. Walter Baker, associate professor of
performance studies.

Open swimming
The following times have been set for fall quarter
recreational swims at the Natatorium:
Monday: 7 30-10 p.m.
Tuesday: 7:30-10 p.m.
Friday: 7:30-10 p.m.
Saturday: 4-8 p.m.
Sunday 2-4 p.m.
Recreational swims ate open to all students for 25
cents.

Aviation day
The Bowling Green State University Flying Club will
sponsor an "Aviation Day" from 2-4 p.m. Sunday at the
University Airport. Bob O'llaucr wjH pul on an
acrobatic demonstration, the club will offer airplane
tides and a one-hour living lesson will be rattled off.
The club's first meeting is at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
303 Moseley Hall

m.
j
.
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Tracey Stroh, sophomore (B.A.), works as in attendant in the
recently created information booth by the new University
entrance near East Wooster St. She answers the queries of
University travelers. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

Infighting in UMW
WASHINGTON
(API - United
Mine
Workers
President Arnold Miller is beginning to publicize the
union's internal power struggles and expose dissident
factions in order to "turn this union aiound."
"I don't think the membership has been aware of the
infighting, but I intend now to get the word out
personally." he said in an interview with the Wheeling
W.Va. intelligencer.
Although numerous reports have surfaced on the
factional in-fighting within Miller's administration and
the union's lnternalioii.il Executive Borad. he has
remained silent until now
He said there are six member! of the 1KB who support
his policies, but that the majority "are holdovers from
the Tony Boyle days" who hinder his efforts to run the
union democratically.

Confused parents and
friends
of
University
students now have a place
to go to receive help with
finding buildings, people
and even available parking
space on campus with the
creation of the new Visitor's
Center.
The center has been
under
consideration
by
University
officials
for
years, said Clifton Boutelle.
director of University news
and photography services.
However, there had been a
delay in building the center
because of a question as to
where the structure would
be located.
The Visitor's Center is
located northeast of Lot six
on the new entrance road.
which is oil Wooster Street
and across from Stadium

View Plaza. The center
officially opened Monday.
Boutelle
said
this
location was picked because
it was easily accessible to
persons
entering
the
University by the new
campus entrance , which was
completed this summer.
THE MAIN purpose of
the center is to provide
visitors with
directions,
parking information and
answers to questions.
He said the center will
work closely with various
campus organizations.
"If the students working
in the center can't answer a
, question, they'll call Fact
Line to find out the
answer,"
he
said.
"In
addition to working with
Fact
Line,
we're
also

UAO STUDENT
BRIDGE LESSONS
Begin Mon. Oct. 6 7-9 p.m. Wayne Room
- Union $6 for 8 lessons. Sign up now!
UAO Office 2-2343

ADl^ER '

LEOTARDS ?
Sh. sleeve 6.00
Long sleeve 6.50

EXERCISE
TIGHTS

Now you
can see it...
A bold look at the
biaarra world of
abnormal saiual
behavior'
Joseph Bre'iner
Presents

O.IIH»*IMII

21 \i,.^ ^^.UI...«I.
<^UI Vll I (Ml
j.,.»*a.r~f. IIMMM mc
aiasKUKao

CO HIT AT 9:45
'TOWER OF EVIL'
FRI ■ SAT BONUS
LATE SHOW
'CRY RAPE'

Next
Monday Sept 29

W
LASA1.LKnkt
S

From
noon till 8 p.m.

Let the
Marantz
people
test your
stereo
for free.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
1st block west of McDonald

iraMarnu

NOW -- OPEN
FRI -SAT- SUN
OPEN 7:00 SHOW 8:00

FREE

^W .-. cr\ Petite
'3.50 Average
Tall

ItesMeyors'
wwrt Mi onouQh
m Russ Moyof l

n CM •**!!*• mmjmi itr i

JUNIOR

jm ^=

TONIGHT IS STUDENT NIGHT'
IN CINEMA II ONLY. ADMISSION
$1.25 WITH STUDENT I.D. ,
MUST END
CINEMA H
TONIGHT
EVE. AT 7:15-9:45

NOI

Free help session Sept. 29th

New rope tricks on new rage
pre-washed blue cotton
denim! A casual campus
look you must lasso!
Rope-detailed
jacket; S,M,L $28.
'•) Rope-detailed
jean;5to13$l9
Shown with multi
pin-stripe cotton/
polyester shirt;
5 to 13 $12.

Burlington

working with University
Police and the University
i parking service."
Twelve student workers
are being trained on the job
because there has never
been a service such as this at
the University before.
"We're
trying
to
determine the kind of
information the attendants
will need," Boutelle said.
The Visitor's Center is
open
10
a.m.-8
p.m.
Monday-Friday,
9
am.-8p.m. Saturday and I
p.ni-5 p.m. Sunday. The
center will not be open
during home football games,
Boutelle noted.

JUNIOR
Corduroy pants are always
"in" and these have pockets
to put everything "in".
2 flap styles in
front, 2 flap styles
in back. Plus the 2-snap
waist you like. Cotton/
polyester in rust or blue;
5 to 13 $17. With multicolor stripe sweater
featuring rib knit waist
in sizes S, M, L$12.

associates
WonOennr) jbout the < ondiho" ol yqu* audio equipment1
Jusl D'ini in you' jmplil.ei
pteampiilic o< ircr-.vni
•pqaidiov. o» .iqr mj»p ot
wheto yog bouqhl it The
M.vani/ propie will lake il
■font ihe«v
First Ihoy will iho'Ouqhly
tes< you' equipment ie«cept
ihe l^nei section ol your »ec*ivtrion$7 000 wcth ol pic
ctSton Mbo»at0'y equipment
And iney II leu you ■' you ie
qeiliiq .ill Ihp sound perloi
•nance you paid (or
I" .ldtjit.cn tnp ieSuHS Mil
be plotted on a gtaph fn< you'
ipeo'ds Vou II also qel »n
ait'iKit.r wu<"u'f that e«
plains exactly what s been
done and what il an means
Thtrt *re no Sfungj atcached
And you don l have to buy
anything We're bringing the
MaraiM* people lo our store

LASALLE%
so much for any vvoman-.
too much for most men!

Simply lo get you to know us
a little better
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Nehlen declined Woody's offer
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sporti Editor
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following ii the Kcond of i
three-part aeries on the football life of Bowling Green head
coach Don Nehlen.
Following a successful grid career al Bowling Green,
Nehlen became the sophomore football, basketball and
baseball coach al Mansfield Senior High School. Again,
Lady Luck was on his Side lire following season when he
was chosen head grid mentor at Canton South High School
at the age of 22.
Nehlen wasted no time making the South Wildcats a
powerhouse. His accomplishments gave him the
opportunity to become offensive back coach at the
University or Cincinnati, which he took advantage of. Then
a prestigious break at the top came for Nehlen.
Nehlen elected to leave his assistant college coaching
position at Cincinnati lor the chance to become head coach
at Canton McKinlcy.

WHY DID YOU RETURN TO HIGH SCHOOL
COACHING AFTER GOING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF
CINCINNATI?
"The reason I left (Cincinnati) primarily was the fact
that the Canton McKinley post was a better job. It was
more prestigious. It paid a great deal more money, and as
you know I was born and raised in Canton.
"When you're born and raised in Canton, there's
something special about being the head coach at Canton
McKinley-it's a high paying.position and you are probably
the most popular or unpopular guy in the entire town
depending on what you do that year.
WHY DID YOU STAY AT MCKINLEY FOR ONLY
ONE YEAR?
"I was there for only three or four months before I had
two opportunities, one to go to Ohio State to be the
offensive backfield coach under Woody (Hayes) or come
here as the defensive coordinator.
"A lot of people at the time I made my decision felt I
was foolish to come to Bowling Green rather than go to
Ohio State.

Water
polo

H QB Miller tabbed
player-of-week

A meeting and team
practice will be held at 6
p.m. tomorrow in the
Natatorium for all persons
interested in trying out for
the Bowling Green water
polo club team.
The team will have its first
game
at
10:30
a.m.
Saturday against Wayne
State
University.

Bowling Green quarterback Mark Miller has been
named the Mid-American Conference offensive player
of the week.
Miller, who ranks 10th nationally in total offense
following Saturday's performance against Southern
Mississippi, was selected for honors along with
defensive standout Walt Vrabel of Kent State.
The Falcon signal-caller completed 16 of 23 passes
for 17.1 yards ami did not throw an interception as
BG won its second game of the season, 16-14.
INCLUDING THE opener against Brigham Young,
Miller has accounted for .'77 yards for an average of
188.5 per outing. Stanford quarterback Mike
Cordova, who engineered the Cardinals' 19-19 tie
with Michigan last Saturday, leads the nation with an
average of 246 yards a game.
The conference also gave special mention to BG
punter Greg Kampe, who averaged 57.5 yards per
punt in four attempts last week. Kampe's efforts
broke conference and school records.

THERE WAS DISSENSION IN 1972. HOW DID THAT
GET STARTED AND HOW DID YOU REACT?
"We had some problems that year so we sat down ana we
talked about them. We said. 'Hey gang, this is the way we
go'and if you don't want to go this way. then get olttne
track. Nobody has to be on this tootball team. And those
kids did a heck of a job. The dtssens.on was the (Paul)
Miles group's junior year. You never know how these things
start. I wasn't here, nor were any of my coaches. I was
coaching an all-star game in Columbus and they were
recruiting.
..
"I do know this, whatever it was. it helped our coaching
staff and our team. We had a problem or two 1 dtdn I know
about and it would have festered and gotten worse.

"But I felt that number one, I was young and money was
not the important thing and number two, I loved Bowling
Green because this is where I spent my undergraduate
years."
HOW
LONG
WERE
YOU
DEFENSIVE
COORDINATOR BEFORE THE OPPORTUNITY AROSE
TO BECOME HEAD COACH?
"I was the defensive coach here three years and Bob
Gibson, who then was our head coach, decided that he
didn't want the job anymore. He did not under any
circumstance get fired or anything like that."
BOWLING GREEN SUFFERED ITS FIRST LOSING
SEASON SINCE 1954 DURING YOUR 1970 SEASON?
WHAT WENT WRONG THAT YEAR?
"I was very optimistic going into that season. We had a
good team. If you take the record and look at that team,
we were in every game. Miami only beat us 7-3 that year.
"We had a fine football team-as fine a defense as we ever
had. But we came up with the situation where we lacked
skilled people.
"But we had good linemen and we had an excellent
defense. We had Phil Villapiano and Bobby Simmons, two
of the better players we've ever had on defense."

THE DISSENSION LED TO A PETITION CALLING
FOR YOUR RESIGNATION: WERE YOU THINKING
ABOUT RESIGNING?
"No. I was never thinking about quitting. 1 know pretty
much how that thing got started. Had I been here at work,
no one would have known about it.
"It would h3ve never gotten out because I would have
heard about it. I would have called the kid who got it
started in and gotten ml of him. I got rid of htm anyway.
These things happen to many teams every year."

BOWLING GREEN JUST MISSED WINNING THE
MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP ON
TWO DIFFERENT OCCASIONS' DOES THAT STILL
HAUNT YOU?
"We've had good football yet we have not had any luck.
We lost the championship to Toledo one time on a field
goal with one second left.
We lost to Kent on a situation where they were not a real
good football team. They hit a pop pass over us and we
miss a tackle. Then we run a reverse going for a touchdown
and we fumble the ball and lose the championship just like
that. It's been a real knot in our throats, so to speak, that
we have not been able to win a championship.

Greek Nile!
\

Shady Lady Saloon

Lunch
someplace
Friendly.

NG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Army ROTC

THURSDAY
NITE
PITCHER
NITE

Booters tie OWU, 1-1
By Norm Baker
Staff Writer
Media people often refer
an athletic contest that ends
in a tie as "just like kissing
your sister." But Bowling
Green's
soccer
team
discovered Tuesday night
that some satisfaction can
be gleaned from a tic game.
The
Falcon
booters
opened their season with a
1-1
tie
against
Ohio
Wesleyan University (OWU)
and only a lack of some
luck prevented the squad to
return home a winner.
The Bishops controlled
play early in the game, the
start of which was delayed
for 45 minutes as a blown

fuse prevented the lights
from being turned on for
the 7:30 p.m. contest.
Fine ball control by
junior
forward
Steve
Kitllehcrgcr coupled with
pressure from the midfield
set up the Falcons' score in
the first half.
Kittleberger lured Bishop
all-Ohio
goalie
George
MacGlennon away from his
net and neatly passed to
junior Dan Otten, who
kicked the ball into a vacant
goal.
But only two minutes
later, with 20:22 remaining
in the first half. OWU
halfback Jim Baumann
scored what proved to be
the final goal of the night.
The game also served as

I
I
I

Fine Food & Ice Cream

testing grounds for a
resurrected
rule.
Two
ID -minute overtime periods,
which had been done away
with some years ago, have
been brought back into
effect this year.

UAO FACULTY STAFF
BRIDGE LESSONS
Tues. - Oct. 7 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Wayne Room - Union $15-8 lessons
Call 353-7574
"FRESHMEN"

Free help session Sopt 30

It itlll Isn't too tat* to raglatar for tha Military
Sclance couraa lor FALL QUARTER. Military
Sctanoa 101 itlll hat opantng* tor atudant* who
with to tafca an introductory couraa and yat not ba
obHoatad. Jutt contact Captain Thomaa O. WNppia
In Room 157 ol Mamorlal Hall or call 372-2477 (or
furl bar details.

Klotz Flower Farm. Inc
Napoleon K S ( oHrgr U.I-

.

UNIVERSITY

ALL TYPES OF GREE\ PLANTS
vCs?

o FLIGHTCLUB

largrxi xvlwtion
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,

itn\ pats a .if; tain ■"

DELTA TAU DELTA
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Open Rush Party
TONIGHT

Try it for a change!

L.

"With this being our
first game. 1 was really
surprised how well our
players kept up with Ohio
Wesleyan's
team," said
veteran BG head coach
Mickey Cochranc.
The Falcon booters only
had one week of drills
before the game, while the
Bishops had traveled to
Poland for 19 days and
played 11 games there.
OWU was 1-2 before
Tuesday night's contest.

Come Aboard!

HOWARD JOHNSON'S !

hunging filmih'r.\

-y AIRPLANE
RIDES
-<■
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7 PM- ?
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'Enough strong stun in keep audiences both
gasping and wide eyed. Raw slurs of
life — \ marvel throughout."
I ariety

CALL
352-5166
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WITH THIS AO 2 WILL BE ADMITTED
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE ANV DAY
EXCEPT FRI AND SAT
SHOWTIMES 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

203 \ MAIN

Fall Oaant Family Din

THE EABTM IS A SINFUL SONG
II tha tint film to tall about tha lift
*>' ,h» paopie in Finnish Lacuna
In a vivid and truthful way. it doas
not hesitate to cast light on the lusty
ano violent aspacts of txlstanca unrjan
harm local conditions
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